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1. INTRODUCTION 

The great efforts were made in the past to investigate ex
perimentally as we11 as Ьу the Monte-Car1o simulation the neut
ron registration efficiency for the intermediate neutron energy 

· range (En :5 15 ~leV) of а series of organic scintillators as 
NE-213 NE-102A, NE-211, Pi1ot ~ (refs. 1-10, see a1so re
view11\1). The investigations have been practica11y 1imited to 
the scinti11ators with а sша11 active vo1uae (-1 1). The evident 
advantages of the 1arge-vo1ume counter are connected with а sig
nificant increase of efficiency and а peak-type form of the 
recoil protons spectrum • . Such а detector can Ье especia11y· use
fu1 for registration of neutrons from rare processes and a1so 
in the case when the know1edge of the abso1ute va1ue of effi
ciency ·l is needed to make precise interpretation of the ex
periment~! data (the re1ative error of l tends to Ье near zero 
when· f attains unity). This is the situation in the experimen
ta1 investigations of the muon cata1yzed fusion, where from 
ana1ysis of the yie1ds and time distributions бf fusion neut
rons one can obtain basic parameters of р -atom and 1.1 -mo1ecu-
1ar processes (see, e.g., ref.1 121 ). However, for а detailed 
investigation of the 1arge-vo1ume detectors feasibi1ity the 
discussion of such proЬlems as increasing of background, time 
reso1ution, 1ifetime of neutrons in the scinti11ator etc., is 
neeaed. When ca1cu1ating the efficiency, it shou1d Ье a1so ex
p1ained to what extent the inf1uence of the 1ight attenuation 
in the scintillator shou1d Ье taken into account. Surprising1y, 
treatments of. this proЬlem I n -severai papers are extreme1y dif
ferent. 

The aim of this work is to determine Ьу means of Monte-Car1o 
ca1cu1ations the principa1 characteristics of the 1arge-vo1ume 
NE-213 count ers .(80-200 1) from the point o.f view of its appli
cation to registration of neutrons from fusion reactions, muon 
capture Ьу protons: 
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and similar processes which involve neutrons up to 15 MeV. The 
calculations are performed for real conditions of experiments 
on the muon channel of the JINR synchrocyclotron (Fig.l). 

neutron source The details of the calcul:a-

16.5 

Fig.l. The sketah of the 
saintillator geometry. 

2. MONТE-CARLO EVALUATION 

н 

tion procedure as well as its 
verification are described be
low in Section 2. The i~por
tance of the light attenuation 
and the method of taking it in
to account are presented in 
Section 3. Section 4 contains 
the results of calculations of 
the efficiency and other cha
racteristics of the detectors 
with the active volume of 84 
and 200 1 of the NE-213 scin-
tillator. 

Our program is similar to the majority of other Monte-Carlo 
codes used for description of the transport of neutrons in the 
scintillators and for calculation of their efficiency. It may 
Ье applied to any geometrical systems. The detailed description 
was given elsewhere 1: 4•15(so only а sunnnary including the major 
modifications is given here. 

The source of neutrons was а ·cylindrical target1131 in which 
one of the reactions (1) takes place. А homogeneous ~расе dis
tribution of reaction vertices was assumed. For the case oftt~ 
reaction the pure phase~space kinematics was used to estaЬlish 
energy and angular distributions of primary neutrons. А part 
of calculations was performed for а point source of monoener
getic neutrons or for the neutron beam geometry. The neutrons 
entered the NE-213 scintillator after eventuat interactions in 
the target material and experimental apparatus parts, e.g., 
detector walls, where elastic, inelastic scatterings and absorp
tion were taken into account (no more than two consecutive col
lisions). То describe the neutron history in the scintillator 
the following reactions were considered: 

1 1 
а) H(n,n) Н- (n-p) elastic scattering; 

Ь) 12с (n, n )12 С - (n-C) elastic scattering; 

с) 12C(n,n'y) 12c- (n-C) inelastic scattering with the thresh
old 4.80 MeV; 

d) 1Ъ(n,а)9 Ве - absorption (threshold 6.18 MeV); 

2 

е) 12 C(n,n') 11J*(3a) and 12 C(n, a)~Be*(n')8 Be(2a)- inelastic 
scattering with production of three alpha particles. This list 
of reactions permits us to calculate the efficiency of neutron 
registration up to 15 MeV. The total and differential cross sec-

/16 18! --- --tions were compiled and tabulated from refs.: - .The actual 1 

values were determined Ьу proper interpolation. The aniso~ropy 
of neutron scattering in the c.m. system has been assumed ех- , 
cluding n-p elastic scattering and (d) reaction case. The two 
last reactions (е), which became appreciaЬle only for neutrons 
with energy greater than 10 MeV, were treated approximately. 
In both cases the final state was described us:Lng four body 
phase-space kinematics. 

The history of а neutron in NE-213 is followed until it 
either leaks out of the system (the backscattering in the de
tector walls is taken into account), or is absorbed -or falls 
below а cut-off energy Енm · For each neutron collisioh the light 
produced Ьу а recoil particle is obtained using ~ interpolation 

of the light-output data from ref. 131. The edge effects were also 
considered for protons, using their ranges in ~-213. After 
taking into account the effect of light attenuation (if neces
sary, see next section) and ener~ resolution _of the detector 
(in the same way as in refs. 114• 1) the light produced in the 
scintillator is summarized over neutron history to obtain 
а pulse-height spectrum. The storing of the characteristic 
times d~ring n~utrop. _]listory aliowed ·c>ne to. obtain- dйferent 
time distributions. 

On the same base the program version for y -ray transport 
through the scintillator and calculating the spectra of Comp
ton electrons in the scintillator was made. Typical effects as 
Compton scattering, photoelectric absorption-;and pair creation 
were included. The last version of the program was used to si
mulate the detector ~alibration Ьу y-ray sources. 

In order to check the code the efficiency measurements for 
Drosg 181 and Thornton and Smith191 cases were simulated Ьу our 
Monte-Carlo technique. The detectors were small cylindrical 
NE-213 scintillators of dimensions: Ф = 12 cm, h = 5.7 cm and 

/ 

ф = 12.7 cm and h = 3.8 cm, respectively. The comparis·on of mea
sured and calculated efficiencies for different neutron energies 
and registration thresholds are shown in Figs.2 and 3. Excellent 
agreement is obtained. · 

3. LIGНT ATTENUATION IN ТНЕ SCINTILLATOR 

There are different approaches to this question. А part of 
authors omit completely this вroЬlem and despite this obtain 
good agreement of calculated efficiencieswith the experimental 
values 17·91. Others try to take into account the fact of light 
attenuation Ьу the scintillator itself finding this proЬlem sub
stantially significant 15•61 3 
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~~--------------------.- Fig . 2. Comparison of measured
181 

and calculated efficiency for 
NE-213 scintillator. 
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As will Ье shown later, the exact calculation of such atte
nuation is not necessary if the energy scale of the detector 
is calibrated using the well known y-ray sources. 

It is evident that the change of the detector response arising 
from the light attenuation increases with the size of the scin
tillator. This can Ье seen from experiments of refs. 

1 19
./ and 

1201 

where а strong decrease of the high-energy spectrum edge was 
observed when scintillations were produced far away from the 
photocathode (-10 cm) in comparison with the case when they 
were produced near- the photocathode. А precise evaluation of 
such attenuation Ьу means of the Monte-Carlo1 method is extre
mely difficult due to complexity of light collection processes 
in the scintillator (multiple scattering and reflections of 
light). At the same time the poor accuracy of some parameters 
as reflection coefficient at the d~tector walls and linear 
coefficient of light absorption, which are necessary in the 
calculations, makes the results doubtful*· 

The situation becomes better when У -calibration is used. 
So, the spectrum of~ Compton electrons is distorted Ьу attenua
tion of light in the same manner as the spectrum of recoil pro
tons. А small difference may arise from different spatial dis-

' 

*For example, ~the Nuclear Enterprises give а value 1/200 cm-
1 

of the coeff i cient of light ab sorpt1on in NE~213 whereas from 
experiments of Kuijper et al. 1191 this value is 1/150 cm-

1
; in 

another work 141 а value 1/6 cm- 1 is used in calculations (!) 

•• 
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tributions of light sources when using у -rays or neu,trons. In 
tbe consequence the detection thresh~ld deter,mined from у -ca
libration does not correspond . to the value which should Ье 
used in calculations of the neutron registration effi ciency 
from recoi l protons spectrUт; Let us assume that the value of 
the detection threshold is adjusted to а known energy Ее of the 
highest energy Compton electrons when the y-ray source is used 
(Et'r = Ee).Since only а part of light produced Ьу these elect
rons reaches the photocathode, the effective tbreshold would 
Ье (А:/Ае)Ее, where А~ and Ае are the light outputs for elect
rons with and without attenuati on effects taken into account " 
respectively. The energy of neutrons En should оЬеу the condi
tion (АР' /А )En = (А '/А ) Е е to obtain the same effective thresh-

P • е е ( • old for reco1l protons л; and АР for reco1l protons have the 
simi1ar meaning as А 'е and А е ) • From this follows iiШllediately 
that the threshold energy of neutrons (in equivalent electron
energy light units) is 

n у 

Ethr = k Ethr • 

л;/ Ае 
where k = --

л;/ АР 

(2) 

Thus, the knowledge of the k -coefficient allows one to de
termine the efficiency of neutron registration on the basis of 
recoil protons spectra calculated for а transparent scintilla
tor, using the value of the threshold corrected according to 
formula (2). Moreover, as k :::s 1, neglecting of the light aetenua
tion in the calculations of efficiency is justified, especially 
for the low detec t or thresholds, nevertheless the arising error 
should Ье known. 

In or:der to estimate this error for the case of а large-vo
lume detector the calculations of the spectra and the effi
ciencies were performed for different neutron energies and re
gistration thresholds. The both cases, one "for the transparent 
scinti llator and t he other with the light attenuation included 
were consider~~ -~~~-~etector was the cylindrical ~ffi-213 scin
tillator with diameter .30 cm and height 30 cm. А point source 
of y- r ays or neuti ons was placed in the middle of the face 
side of the scintillator and light produced in the scintillator 
was collected at the opposite side. The spectra of Compton elect
rons as well as the spec t ra of recoil protons were calculated 

. in the energy ranges of 0.66-4.43 MeV and 2.5-14.1 MeV, res
pec t i vely, then from t he high-energy edges the А~, А~, Ар , 
А'р values were determi ned for gaiШ!las and neutrons. Since on ly 
the relative effect of light attenuation i s of impor.tance, an 
approximate model was adopted t o describe this attenuat i on. We 
us ed t he modified f ormula of Clark 161 for the fract i6n of light 
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produced in the i -th co1lision, reaching the photocathode: 
-afi -a(2h-f.) 

f. = щ . е . + (1 - щ1. ) r е 1 , ( 3) 
. 1 1 ' 

where: щi is fraction of the tota1 so1id ang1e subtended Ьу 
the photocathode to the scintil1ation point; а = 1/150 cm- 1 

is the 1inear 1ight absorption coefficient for NE-213 (taken 
from ref. 1191); fi is the distance between the photocathode 
and the scintillation point; r is the , reflection coefficient 
at the scinti11ator wa11s (assumed to Ье equa1 to unity). 

The resu1tant va1ue of the k-coefficient, being constant 
through the who1e y-ray and neutron energy ranges was ca1cu-
1ated as k = 0.97+0.01. Figure 4 sbows the ca1cu1ated effi
ciencies of the described detector and the re1ative efficiency 

& f(Et~r) - f(E ~r) 
error - = · 

f n 
due to the neg1ecting 1ight atte-

f (Ethr ) 
nuation versus the re1aLive thresho1d. As can Ье seen, even' for 
so 1arge scinti11ator the inf1uence of 1ight absorption is sma11 
and may Ье neg1ected if the detection thresho1d is sufficient1y 
1ow. 
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w 
uO.t.O 
Li: 
lJ... 

wо.зо 

0.20 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Ethг /En · 

Fi g. 4. Ef fiaienc y of NE-213 sain
ti llat or (30 am diam, and 30 am 
height) f or diff er ent neutron 
energy vs relative thresho ld (up
per aurv~s) and relat i ve error 
whiah ar i se when negl eating the 
light attenuation effeats (lower 
aurve) . 

We tested a1so the above desc
ribed procedure ca1cu1ating the 
efficiency of the 1ong NE-213 3 
scinti11ator (100xll.5x5.6 cm) 
for which the attenuation of 1ight 
cЪanges substantia1 i y the reco i 1 

. / 10 / protons spectrum. The exper1menta1 data of Netter et а1. and 
ca1cu1ateq efficiencies are compared in ТаЬlе 1 fo r 2 MeV and 
7 MeV neutron beams incoming the centre of the detector and f or 
the 0.75 MeV thresho1d . Good agreement is obtained . 

4. EFFICIENCY AND ТIМЕ CHARACТERISTICS 
OF LARGE-VOLUМE SCINTILLATORS 

The resu1ts of ca1cu1ations presented in t his sec tion con
cern the detef tion ef ficiency of neu t rons from reac tion (1) and 
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ТаЬlе J 

Comparison of тeasured 1101and aalaulated effiaiencies 
of the long NE~213 saintiUator (l()Ox11,5x6 . 5 ат 3) 

Efficienc~ 

Е n (MeV) . Netter 1101 this work 

2 0.48+0.03 0.48 

7 0.32+0.05 0 .30 

other characteristics of the NE-213 scinti11ator shown in Fig.1. 
The isotropic neutron source (i.e., the target geometry) as well 
as the neutron beam case were considered to aomplete the infor
mation. The ca1cu1at i ons were performed for two versions of the 
detector, with scintillator sizes: А) di.~~t~r · so cm, height 
43 cm; В) diameter 68.5 cm and height 54 cm. The active volumes 
were 84 and 200 1, respectively . 

In TaЬles 2 and 3 we present the calculated eff i ciencies of . 
neutron detect i on for different registration thresholds, for 
target and beam geometry, respect i vely • The attenuation of light 
was taken . ~nto account according to the procedure descri"Qed in 
the preceding section. The total r elative error of the calcu
l a t ed values of eff i ciency due to statistical errors, errors 
of i nput cross sectio~ data , uncertaint y i n the ~relations: 
parti cle energy - l ight output , simp1ifying assumptions used i n 
t he ca1cu1ation a1gorithm etc., is estimated to Ье 1ess than ~%. 
As can Ье seen from 'raЬles 1 and 2 the e f ficiency of detectors 
with so 1arge active vo 1umes seems high enough for its success
fu1 app1ication to · investigation of r are processes which invo1ve 
neutrons up to 15 MeV. It shou1d Ье mentioned that more. than 
two-fold increment of the scinti11ator vo1ume increases the ef
ficiency~ when Е thr = О, Ьу 1ess than 2% for the energy range 
2.5-5.2 MeV and Ьу about 5% for 14. 1 MeV neutrons. T:he diffe
rence in the efficiencies of the 84 and 200 1 detectors increa
ses,for а given thr esho1d, with the neutron energy and reaches 
t he maximum va1ue of 15% for Е n = 14.1 MeV and Е thr = 0.6 MeV. 

Fig.S shows the pu1se-height distributions for 2.5 and 
5.2 MeV neutrons, respective1y, and for the scintillator of 
) 00 1 vo1ume (version В). А good form of these spectra with 
а distinctive peak can Ье seen, as it was expected. It is pos
siЬle, in gener:a1, to avoid the system of the n- у pulse-shape 
di scriminat ion, using proper 1ower and upper energy thresho1d 
1eve1s. ' 

Simi 1ar spectra of neutrons from reacti ons ( lc) and (ld) 
ar e shown in Figs.6 and 7, for both versions of t he scint i 11a-
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41 •68.5cm H•S4cm 

En•5.2 MeV 

о _ ----o:s to ts 
PULSE -HEIGHT (MeVee) 

_ Fig . 5. Pulse-height distriЪutions 
obtained for 200 l NE-213 scintil

- lator for 2, 5 MeV and 5.2 MeV 
neutrons. 

Fig . 6. Pulse- height distriЪu
tions from 84 l (curve А) and ~ 
200 l (curve В) scintiUators~ r 
for 14 . 1 MeV neutrons . The > .... 

· d•t -'He+n 
En•14.1MeV NE- 213 di",.".ions , 

В-Ф·б&Sаn H•54cm 
A-Ф• SOcm H•43cm 

peak in the low channels of 
spectrum is attributed to re
coil а particles . 

t+t -\ie+2n NE-213 
В -t1 68.5cm 

H•54 cm 
A-•soDcm 

~ L "'- / - '\ H•43cm 
ln z 
1&.1 

!i ... 
~ 
~ _, 
1&.1 
о: 

fJ) 
z 
UJ 
1-
z .... 

о 2 з ' 5 б 7 
PULSE -HEIGHT (MeVee ) 

Fig.7. Pulse-height dis tributi- , 
ons from 84 l (curve А) and 
200 l (curve В) scintillators~ w ~ ~ ~ . t 

PULSE-HEIGНT (MeVee) for (t + t) -re.act1-on neu rons . 
-- --

tor (84 and 200 1). The pulse-height spectruпi for t + t -.. а + 2n 
reaction (Fig . 7) is the summary spectrum of both produced neut
rons, No interaction between reaction products in the final 
state was considered, i.e. , the initial energy and momentum 
distributions of neutrons were determined Ьу the reacti.on phase
space . 
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ТаЫе 2 

Efficiencies of neutron detection of the large-volume 
NE-213 scintiZlator for neutrons from different 
reactions as the function of the threshoZd leveZ 
(aase of target geometry). ScintiZlator sizes: А) ~ = 50 cm~ 
Н = 43 cm; В)~ = 68.5 cm~ Н =54 cm (see Fig.1) 

d+d- 3не+n р.-+р - D + ~~~- d+t - 4не+n t+t + 4Нe+D+D *) 

~·2·5 JleV ~-5.2 lfeV ~·14.1 lfeV (~) • 4.5 JleV 

:в:thr 
J. в 

:в:thr 
J. в 

Ethr 
J. в 

Ethr 
J. в 

lleVee .lleVee JleVee .lleVee 

о.о ·935 .943 о.о .892 .910 о.о -792 .840 о. о 990 · 993 
0.1 .871 .901 0.2 -113 .841 0.2 .619 .701 0.2 909 -938 
0.2 .782 .815 0.4 .710 .767 0.4 ·597- .680 0.4 .843 . 885 
0.3 .644 .666 0.6 .640 .701 0.6 -556 .636 0.6 ~783 .835 

0.8 .564 .618 0.8 .525 .604 0.8 .721 -792 
1.0 ~505 .589 
1.5 .468 .556 
2.0 .522 -435 =' - - -

) Efficiency in this case is related to the reaction events. 
ТаЫе 3 

Efficiencies of neutron detection for the large-volume 
NE-213 scintillator - Ъеат geometry case . The neutron Ъеат 
of diameter of 6 cm enters the det~ctor through the channel 
shown in Fig.1. Scintillator size: ~ = 68 . 5 cm~ Н= 54 cm 

~ • 2.5 ll.eV ~ '" 5.2 ll.eV ~ • 14.1- ll.eV 

Ethr 
Е 

Ethr Е Ethr t 
ll.eVee :МеVее ll.eVee < 

о. о ·998 о.о .98.3 о. о 
1· 

.916 
0.01 .994 0.05 .956 0.2 .191 
0.02 -992 0.1 .948 0.4 .780 
0.05 .989 0.2 .942 0.6 -734 
0. 1 .985 0.4 .915 0.8 .100 
0.2 ·933 0.6 .849 1.0 .683 
0.3 ·113 о.8 -749 1.5 .651 
0.4 -530 1.0 -596 2.0 .617 
~----------- ------ ---
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F·ig. 8. Slo7..JiYl{J- dou.m time о f 
neutrons in the 200 l NE- 213 
scintillator. The cut-off 
neutron energy is 0. 25 MeV. 

Fig.9 . Time response function 
of t he 200 l scintillator for 
5. 2 MeV neutrans and for detec
tion thresho l d 0. 2 MeVee . The 

·time resolution т is marked. 

Fig.10 . Time resolution of the 
200 l scintillator vs detec
tion threshold~ f or 2. 5 MeV~ 
5. 2 MeV and 14.1 MeV neutrons~ 
respectively. 
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Figur es 8 and 9 present different t i me distribut ions . The 
first one shows-r:he s lowing-down time , i.e., the time at which 
the energy of the neutron falls below the energy limit Енm 
or the neut ron leaks out of the scintillator . The energy Енm= 
= 0.25 MeV was selected to make negligiЬle the light-output 
f rom t he residual neutron energy. As can Ъе seen, the slowing
down time of the ma j ority of neutrons is 1ess than 20 ns, ir
respective of thei r initia l energy . The second figure (Fig.9) 
shows the example of the t ime response function of the scin
tillator, i.e. , the time at which the light-output exceeds 
а given detection threshold Ethr • From such distributions the 
time resolution т was determined. This time is presented in 
Fig.10 for the scintillator of ·200 1 volume, versus the detec
tion threshold, for different energ1es of neutrons. The value 

. -
10 

of about б ns is uot exceeded in auy case, so this time reso
lution is reasonaЬle for muon cataLysis investigation purposes. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Calcu1ations of neutron detection efficiency and time. cha
racteristics of the 1arge-vo1ume NE-213 scinti11ators were ·car
ried out using the Monte-Car1o method. А high efficiency (60-
90% for reasonaЬle ·detection thresho1ds) and а sufficient1y 
good time reso1ution (56 ns) characterize detectors with 
80-200 1 scinti11ator vo1ume, the neutron energy being 
Е..<15 MeV. So, these detectors may Ье successive1y applied in 
t~e fast~eutrqn experiments, in particu1ar in investigations 
of 1-1-atom and 1-1-mo1ecular processes for which the characte
risti% tim~s are compared with the muou 1ifetime (т/l = 2.2х 
х 10- s). We suggest to use in this case the detector with 
-100 1 NE-21 З vo1ume, as no subs tantia1 quanti tati ve differences 
in the efficiency are observed for the vo1ume range 80-200 1. 

The ana1ysis of 1ight attenuation effects Ьу the scintilla
tor itse1f .. aЦows us to conc1ude (see Fig.4) that no strong 
i nf1uence of these effects on the ca1culated detector characte
ristics is observed when у -calibration procedure is used. 

The authors are indebted to G.L .• Mazny for useful discus
sions concerning the optimization of the computer code. 
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